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Abstract
Multipath routing is a path search method used as a data transmission process
utilizing more than one available path on a network. The multipath routing
concept is directed to substitute the single path routing concept for reducing
network traffic congestion by distributing data transmission through several
available paths. It can be implemented in the Software Defined Network (SDN)
environment that separates the control plane and the data plane, which
provides flexibility by deploying application-based solutions to resolve the
problem. This paper is directed to implement the modified Deep First Search
(DFS) multipath routing algorithm and compare the proposed method with
Dijkstra and normal DFS multipath algorithm. The contribution was designed
by combining the node, edge, path, and bucket weight using port statistics
available in OpenFlow standard and manual calculation. The results of the
system’s emulation showed that the overall algorithm could determine more
than one path for the data transmission process. The average execution time
on all algorithms produced 0.0903 ms for the modified DFS multipath algorithm,
0.0858 ms for DFS multipath algorithm, and 0.901 ms Dijkstra multipath
algorithm, respectively. The QoS parameter testing results illustrated that the
proposes method was better than another multipath routing algorithm in terms
of throughput and jitter. However, based on packet loss percentage, the
modified method was placed after normal DFS but still generated better results
than Dijkstra. Overall, the implement multipath routing concept in SDN with all
algorithms could be deployed to provide more than one data transmission path.

1. Introduction
Along with the rapid development of network topology [1], it will also create an inevitable impact on the
infrastructure and complexity of network management. The network management based on the programable concept
is an effort to replace the traditional network architecture model in order to be dynamic and adaptive [2]. SDN is a
solution to actualize the mentioned notion with a new paradigm that separates the control plane as a controller and the
data plane as forwarding devices [3]. In SDN architecture, the communication between the control plane and data plane
is regulated by Southband interface protocol, e.g., OpenFlow [4]. OpenFlow is a sufficiently popular protocol and a
standard protocol in the SDN network used to communicate securely. The separation between the control plane and
data plane makes SDN architecture easy to be managed and developed because it only needs to modify the application
on the controller, e.g., Floodlight [5], Onos [6], OpenDayLight [7], POX [8], and Ryu [9].
Routing becomes one of the important parts in network management focused on providing the path for data
transmission. Generally, routing is correlated directly with path searching algorithms such as Dijkstra [10] and DFS [11].
Dijkstra's algorithm implements a greedy strategy that choose the path with the lowest cost, while the DFS performs the
depth expansion on the left node then conducts backtracking when destination node has not been found. The goal for
both algorithms is directed to discover only one path used for data transfer and it is the best path within the end-to-end
topology prominently known by the term single path routing. Commonly, the single path routing can produce a network
congestion because it only utilizes single path to forward data. Therefore, multipath routing may become a solution for
that problem [12]. In several research, multipath routing implementation has been used on networking topology which
supports multiple paths such as Fat-Tree [13], [14]. In papers [15] [16], showed the benefits of multipath routing such
as load balancing to data transmission that was better than single path routing.
Several studies have been conducted before about implementation concept of multipath routing on SDN. In [17],
implemented Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) routing scheme with modified Dijkstra algorithm to find all of available paths
from Fat-Tree network topology. In [18], the researcher implemented modified DFS to adapt multipath routing concept
using path calculation like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Other research, [19] simulated data transmission using
TCP and UDP transmission protocol to test the network performance and compare which was better using Iperf tools
and Wireshark as network traffic monitoring application and analysis. In [20], the experiment of testing for calculating
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the quality of network services is performed by measuring certain performance metrics such as throughput, jitter, and
packet loss.
Based on previous research, this paper proposed the modification of DFS algorithm to adapt multipath routing
and using Dijkstra algorithm as comparison. The contribution pointed from the research is explained as follow:
1. The DFS algorithm will add port statistics parameter as routing metric on path calculation to define the shortest path.
2. The variable that will be included are the average number of packets being received and transferred on the defined
links.
3. The total routing metrics is the addition of the node, edge, path, and bucket weight.
4. The proposed method will be comparatively analyzed with the regular DFS and Dijkstra algorithms using QoS
variable (throughput, jitter, and packet loss).
The remaining section of the paper will show the detail of the methodology, the emulation results and analysis,
and the conclusion of the research.
2. Research Method
Our research aims to provide an effective traffic management solution during data transfer. Therefore, the DFS
algorithm was modified to be able find all available paths to adapt concept of multipath routing [17] [18]. Multipath routing
over SDN can provide more flexible routing method, which conserves the network throughput effectively [15]. Compared
with the single path routing method, multipath routing was better in terms of load balancing on network traffic [16],
because it used more than one path for data transmission as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example Transmission by Multipath Routing
There are three sub-flows that can be used to transfer data between node A and J. By using network topology
that has multiple paths, SDN controller can choose among three paths that are available at the network to transmit data
and the flow is split into three sub-flows. Multipath routing can be implemented on SDN architecture with OpenFlow
protocol [21], which is regulated by Open Networking Foundation (ONF). Specifically, switches as data plane
infrastructure will inform their flow and group tables to define how to forward data. Then the SDN controller establishes
a Transport Layer Security (TLS) connection with every switch to install rules on its tables. Subsequently, the controller
is capable for commanding and monitoring the data transmission.
Table 1. Example of Flow Table
match_fields
priority
instructions
in_port=1
priority=1
actions=output:3
eth_type=0x800,
priority=1
actions=flood
ipv4_src=”10.0.0.6”
eth_type=0x800,
priority=1
actions=group:87
ipv4_dst=”10.0.0.5”
priority=0
actions=controller:6633
A flow table is composed of one or more flow entries. Table 1 gives an example that the first flow entry means a
packet coming from port number one should be forwarded to port number three. The second flow entry tells the switch
to broadcast a packet to all its ports if the packet has source IP address 10.0.0.6. The third flow entry asks the switch
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Universitas Muhammadiyah Malang
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to handle a packet by the group table with ID 87 if the packet’s destination IP address is 10.0.0.5. The fourth flow entry
has no match fields, which means that if none of the above flow entries can handle the packet, it should be sent to the
controller whose port is 6633.

group_identifier
group_id=87

Table 2. Example of Group Table
group_type
action_buckets
bucket=weight:30, actions=output:3
select
bucket=weight:70, actions=output:4

The last flow entry on Table 1 will trigger an event of table missing, which makes switch send an
OFPT_PACKET_IN message to the controller that contains the packet information. For resolving this case, the
controller will generate new flow entry by using path searching algorithm and install the flow entry in switch by sending
OFPT_PACKET_OUT and OFPT_FLOW_MOD messages [22]. Group table are used as additional processes from flow
table illustrated in Tabel 2. The third flow entry from Tabel 1 asks the switch referring to Table 2 with group_id=87 to
handle the packet forwarding. Furthermore, switch will pick the bucket actions based on the path weight for data
transmission. In the example from Table 2, switch will forward packet through port 3 and 4 with probabilities 0,3 on port
3 and 0,7 on port 4. The number of ports for data transmission process depends on the available paths in the topology
such as the Fat-Tree topology so that the multipath routing can be implemented [11][13][14].
Table 3. Modified DFS Multipath Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

DFS(G, s, d)
p, is array for storing paths
stack, is tuple as (s, [s])
while (stack is not empty) do
pop stack, save to node, p
for next (G[node] - p)
if next is d
append to p
else
push to stack
end for
end while
return p
end DFS()

In order to actualize the multipath routing concept, this research proposed a modification of the DFS algorithm
so that it can find all paths in a multiple path network topology [18] shown in Table 3. DFS algorithm performs a path
searching by checking the left node in depth then then the backtracking will be carried out if it has not found the
destination node, but when it is found the searching process will be stopped. However, according to specified process
only one path can be found. Path’s searching modification is performed when the path from the source node to the
destination node has been found, then the known link and node will be removed or marked from the network so that
there is no re-checking on the same path and the searching continues until all nodes on the network have been checked
for all paths available on the network. Because the DFS algorithm returns an unweighted list of paths [18], it is necessary
to measure the paths weight. The calculation technique of paths weight is shown in Equation 1 and Equation 2.
𝑛𝑤[𝑣] =

∑𝑓∊𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑣) 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑠(𝑓)
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣)

(1)

𝑒𝑤[𝑒] =

∑𝑓∊𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑒) 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑠(𝑓)
𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ(𝑒)

(2)

Assume a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) derived from SDN topology, is weighted, directed, and connected. For a node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉
and an edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, let 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑣) and 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑒) denote the set of all the flows passing trhough 𝑣 and 𝑒, respectively, let
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣) be the 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 of 𝑣 (i.e., the number of bits that 𝑣 can process per second) and let 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ(𝑒) be the
bandwidth of 𝑒 (i.e., the number of bits that 𝑒 can transmit per second). Based on the previous equations, the total paths
calculation can be determined as metric described in Equation 3.
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𝑟𝑥_𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑒)
𝑡𝑥_𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑒)
𝑝𝑤(𝑝) = ∑𝑒∊𝐸 𝑒𝑤(𝑒) +
+
(3)
𝑟𝑥_𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠(𝑒) 𝑡𝑥_𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠(𝑒)

𝑝𝑤(𝑝) expresses the path weight, 𝑝 (𝑉, 𝐸) is a path that consists of several edges. The weight is calculated by
adding edge weight in a path. As explained in the introduction, this research added port statistics as a parameter for
the path calculation method which were the number of packets received and transmitted on specific edge. Therefore,
the minimum distance of a path’s calculation used a bucket weights formula shown in Equation 4.
𝑏𝑤 (𝑝) = (1 −

𝑝𝑤(𝑝)
) × 10
∑𝑖=0
𝑖<𝑛 𝑝𝑤(𝑖 )

(4)

𝑏𝑤(𝑝) denotes the bucket weight from a path, which 𝑝𝑤(𝑝) is path weight in previous step where lower cost is
the better paths. Based on the context of OpenFlow group tables with bucket actions [22], the priority of choosing a
bucket actions are selecting the highest bucket weight as explained in Table 2.
Furthermore, in term of the research experiment, the proposed method was emulated using Mininet that
supported the OpenFlow protocol for SDN architecture [23]. It was one of the most popular tools used to design custom
topologies by writing python scrip. Ryu introduced as the SDN controller during the experiment to manage switch with
python programing language [24]. All of the emulations were performed on a 𝑘 = 4 Fat-tree topology with 20 switches
and 8 hosts [13] [14], then the bandwidth capacity was arranged at 1Gbps for each edges to simulate multipath routing
in multiple path network scheme as shown Figure 2.

Figure 2. Fat-tree Topology on Mininet
In term of the research experiment, there were several scenarios for evaluating the performance. The first
scenario was to show different path used during data transmission by sending packets using ping command from h5 to
h6. The second scenario was performed to measure the execution time needed for algorithm to find all of the available
paths on the multiple path network by pinging from h5 to h6 with 10 times iteration. In term of QoS evaluation, the list
of evaluated parameters were throughput, jitter, and packet loss [20]. Iperf [25] was used as a testing tools where h5
deployed as a server and h6 as a client to simulate data transmission using UDP traffic [26] within 120 seconds over
10 parallel client connection and traffics loads variation between 20 until 100 Mbit. Iperf also utilized to measure the
performance results on the parameter of jitter and packet loss. Moreover, Wireshark [27] also deployed as a traffic
monitoring tools for displaying the result of throughput.
3. Results and Discussion
Based on the multipath routing experiment, depicted from the first scenario, the results showed that the path was
used for data transmission generated from the proposed algorithm was slightly different with another algorithm as shown
in Table 4.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Universitas Muhammadiyah Malang
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Table 4. Path Searching Results on Fat-Tree Topology
Modified DFS Multipath
DFS Multipath
Dijkstra Multipath
Path
Searching
Results

[15, 8, 2, 9, 18],
[15, 8, 3, 9, 18],
[15, 7, 1, 2, 9, 18]

[15, 8, 3, 9, 18],
[15, 8, 2, 9, 18],
[15, 8, 3, 4, 10, 18]
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[15, 8, 2, 9, 18],
[15, 8, 3, 9, 18],
[15, 7, 1, 2, 9, 18]

The first and second paths used in Modified DFS Multipath and DFS Multipath were the same but it was different
in priority. A significant difference found on the third path used between Modified DFS Multipath with the path of (15, 7,
1, 2, 9, 18) and DFS Multipath with the path of (15, 8, 3, 4, 10, 18). While the paths used by Dijkstra Multipath were all
the same as Modified DFS Multipath. Overall, all of the algorithm could implement multipath routing using three optional
paths for data transmission.
The next experiment was calculating the time for a multipath routing algorithm to find all of the paths on the Fattree network topology based on the second scenario as illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5. Execution Time Results on Fat-Tree Topology
Modified DFS
DFS Multipath
Dijkstra
Iteration
Multipath (ms)
(ms)
Multipath (ms)
1
0,072
0,096
0,893
2
0,096
0,094
0,892
3
0,098
0,097
0,894
4
0,100
0,072
0,895
5
0,100
0,071
0,891
6
0,098
0,068
0,893
7
0,073
0,097
0,934
8
0,071
0,068
0,902
9
0,098
0,098
0,927
10
0,097
0,097
0,893
Average
0.0903
0,0858
0,901
Based on the results shown in Table 5, the average execution time needed between modified DFS multipath
algorithm and DFS multipath algorithm did not fluctuate too much. However, the DFS multipath algorithm had a faster
execution time than the other algorithms.
3.1 Throughput Results
As shown in Table 6, the average throughput results informs that the modified DFS multipath algorithm has higher
value than the other routing algorithms with 4820 Kbps based on various traffic load while DFS multipath is at 4695
Kbps and Dijkstra multipath is at 4424 Kbps.

Traffic Load
(Mbit)
20
40
60
80
100

Table 6. Throughput Results
Modified DFS Multipath
DFS Multipath
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
3722
6124
6119
5239
4846
2816
5409
4147
4008
5151

Dijkstra Multipath
(Kbps)
3583
4328
4758
4883
4571

3.2 Jitter Results
In term of jitter, based on results depicted from Table 7, the modified DFS multipath is better the other routing
algorithms with jitter average results at 0.2576 ms followed by Dijkstra multipath at 0.2714 ms and DFS multipath at
0.4176 ms.

Traffic Load
(Mbit)
20
40

Table 7. Jitter Results
Modified DFS Multipath
DFS Multipath
(ms)
(ms)
0.287
0.622
0.008
0.568

Dijkstra Multipath
(ms)
0.008
0.326
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60
0.236
0.009
0.047
80
0.048
0.566
0.543
100
0.709
0.323
0.433
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3.3 Packet Loss Results
The last experiment scenario for calculating the packet loss is shown in Table 8. The average packet loss results
indicated that DFS multipath was accumulating the packet loss result at 0.6%, followed by the modified DFS multipath
at 0.74%, and Dijkstra multipath at 3.76%. The results described that the modified DFS multipath algorithm was better
than Dijkstra multipath algorithm.

Traffic Load
(Mbit)
20
40
60
80
100

Table 8. Packet Loss Results
Modified DFS Multipath
DFS Multipath
(%)
(%)
0.78
0.84
0.74
0.85
0.85
0.36
0.76
0.39
0.60
0.56

Dijkstra Multipath
(%)
4.3
3.3
3.7
3.5
4.0

In term of the comprehensive results compared to the previous similar research in [14], the simulated Dijkstra
Multipath algorithm using both bandwidth and link capacity metrics produced less effective results compared to the
proposed modified DFS. The notable differences was pointed in all evaluated variables (Throughput, Jitter, and Packet
loss). The results might occur because the routing metric utilized in modified DFS was complex and covered wideranging variable including the switch’s bandwith usage, link capacity, and port’s statistic.
4. Conclusion
Based on the experiment in this paper, it can be concluded that the propose method has better value in term of
the QoS parameters. This circumstance indicated that the addition of port statistics routing metric did not affect the
network performance. It also can be deduced that the modified DFS multipath algorithm was better than Dijkstra
multipath algorithm. Overall, the implementation of multipath routing concept in SDN with all algorithms has been
highlighted with the good results indicating that the algorithms could provide multipath data transmission process.
Notation
n
𝑛𝑤[𝑣]
𝑒𝑤[𝑒]
𝑝𝑤(𝑝)
𝑏𝑤(𝑝)
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑣)
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑒)
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣)
𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ(𝑒)

: the number of finding paths
: the node weight value on vertex
: the edge weight value on edges
: the path weight value on paths
: the bucket weight value on paths
: the number flows data of vertex
: the number flows data of edges
: the number bits per second can be process on vertex
: the number bits per second can be transmit on edges
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